
If you’re like Karl and your business relies 

on a hybrid workforce, Portal is the perfect 

solution when you can’t meet in person. It 

offers clients and staff a personal and 

convenient experience.

Customer 

Success Story:

LoanSnap


-Karl Jacob, CEO and Co-Founder, LoanSnap      

Portal is a game-changer. It's allowed us to 
successfully transition to a hybrid work model 
while maintaining the human connection.



LoanSnap is a smart loan company focused on helping people own their financial 

future. So when the world started working from home, they needed to maintain 

collaboration between their global workforce and strong personal connections to 

their customers. CEO and Co-Founder Karl Jacob was an early adopter of Portal 

because of the unmatched immersive calling experience enhanced by the Smart 

Camera and Smart Sound capabilities. 

Portal recreated the conference room experience allowing 
for fluid collaboration as if we were in the same room.

“
-Karl Jacob, CEO and Co-Founder, LoanSnap

Stay engaged while 

connecting remotely 



Karl and his team now connect directly 
to their customers through Messenger 
or WhatsApp.** It not only helped 
LoanSnap maintain vital relationships, 
it improved how everyone collaborated. 

Everyone at LoanSnap loved the freedom 
and energy the automatically panning and 
zooming Smart Camera added to team 
calls, delivering an experience you can’t 
get from a traditional laptop or webcam.


Easy to Use: Karl loved Portal’s stress-free video calling. 

Even connecting to wi-fi or adding 3rd party apps is a breeze.*


A dedicated 

video-calling device 

Use your favorite apps

Portal’s Smart Sound feature enhances 
voices and minimizes background noise 
allowing Karl, and the LoanSnap team 

to clearly communicate. 

Smart Sound

Stay in Frame

*Additional account registration, terms and fees may apply.

**Facebook or WhatsApp account required. WhatsApp is not available on tablets.




Find the Portal that’s 

right for your business

Portal +

Control
Touchscreen

Rotation

Landscape and portrait

Dimensions

17.71” h x 5.73” w x 8.78” d 
(portrait)

Display

15.6”
The largest Portal screen, 
portrait or landscape.

Available Colors

Smart Camera
12.5 MP

140° Field of View

Speaker

15W
Array of 2” tweeters and a 
4” woofer for deep bass

Smart Sound

4-Mic Array

In the Box

Video call with

Portal+, power cord, 
Quick Start Guide

MSRP

$279

Also supports video calls with

Part numbers

Black 899-00048-02

White 899-00048-01

Wifi
2.4Ghz & 5Ghz

Microphone and camera disable 
button, integrated camera cover

Privacy & Security
Microphone and camera disable 
button, integrated camera cover

Privacy & Security

Portal

Control
Touchscreen

Rotation

Landscape and portrait

Dimensions

7.03” h x 10.23” w x 5.56” d 
(landscape)

Display

10.1”
HD adaptive screen matches 
color and lighting of room

Available Colors

Smart Camera
13 MP

114° Field of View

Speaker

10W
Front-porting stereo 
speakers and a rear woofer

Smart Sound

4-Mic Array

In the Box
Portal, power cord, 
Quick Start Guide

Video call with

MSRP

$179

Also supports video calls with

Part numbers

Black 899-00080-02

White 899-00080-01

Wifi
2.4Ghz & 5Ghz

Comes with

Alexa 

Built-in

Facebook 

Assistant

Comes with

Alexa 

Built-in

Facebook 

Assistant


